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Abstract—Providing accurate movie recommendations to a
user with limited computing capability is a challenging task. A
hybrid system offers a good trade-off between the accuracy and
computations needed for such recommendations. Collaborative
Filtering and Content-Based Filtering are two of the most widely
employed methods of computing such recommendations. In this
work, a high-efficient hybrid recommendation algorithm is
proposed, which deeds users’ contour attributes to screen them
into various groups and recommends movie to a user based on
rating given by other similar users. Compared to traditional
clustering-based CF recommendation schemes, our technique
can effectively decrease the time complexity, whereas attaining
remarkable recommendation output. This approach mitigates
the shortcomings of the individual methods, while maintaining
the advantages. This allows the system to be highly reactive to
new viewer inputs without sacrificing on the quality of the
recommendations themselves. Building on other hybrids of a
similar kind, our proposed system aims to reduce the complexity
and features needed for calculation while maintaining good
accuracy and further enhanced by utilizing Sentiment Analysis to
rank the movies and take user reviews into consideration, which
traditional hybrids do not take into account. Then analysis was
performed on the data set and the results show that the proposed
recommendation system outperforms other traditional
approaches.
Keywords—Recommendation systems; collaborative filtering;
styling; content based filtering; implicit feedback; hybrid
recommendation; sentiment analysis; singular value decomposition

I.

on what the user may have already watched by suggesting
similar movies. It attempts to figure out what movie a viewer is
likely to rate among the highest.
Recommending a movie is not a straightforward task. This
is particularly challenging also as the preferences of viewers
may be very different. This leads to there being a distribution
of niches that are not uniform to be immediately apparent [3].
Consequently, a movie that is not conventionally popular may
be preferable to some viewer simply based on their subjective
view towards movies in general. This can be tackled
effectively by taking into account a large variety of movies and
a large amount of them so as to encompass the likes and
dislikes of users of all categories [4]. A robust recommender
must be able to recommend movies that are more relevant to
the user themselves as shown in Fig. 1.
Many techniques have been used to make recommenders
effective in this regard and perform well with large data [5].
Recommender systems are a set of algorithms aimed at
emulating information processing systems where the end goal
is to suggest relevant items to users, items being movies that
users watch. The various classification of recommender system
is given in Fig. 2. Content Based methods also offer a way to
deal with the issue of limited rating data [6]. Content Based
methods work by taking into consideration the similarity
between the movies themselves. This similarity could be
between various aspects of the movies such as the genre, cast
and other related data [7].

INTRODUCTION

Watching movies is one of the most popular forms of
media entertainment. Viewers are incredibly engrossed and
invested in the culture of motion films. Recent advancements
in technology have enabled the widespread streaming of
movies on demand [1]. This, in turn, has added to the
popularity and ease of access to movies. There are thousands of
movies for one to choose from. These movies are not only
segregated by their genre, cast, production teams, direction,
and numerous other factors. This makes it particularly difficult
to pick a single movie to watch first. Everyone’s preference of
movies is also subjective and one may not enjoy a movie that
another person loves. This creates an ambiguity as it is
complex to determine what features the most impactful when
are looking for a new movie to watch [2]. Movie recommender
systems help combat this by providing recommendations based

Fig. 1. Schematic of Recommendation System.
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Fig. 2. General Classification of Recommendation System.

A problem that arises with the content-based system is an
uncertainty if the system can take the user’s behavior towards
one genre or source and apply that preference shown to all the
other content present in the system. If the engine simply keeps
suggesting content similar to what the user is already watching,
its value goes down quite a bit in some sectors of
recommendation. The Collaborative Filtering approach
recommends items by creating a profile for users [8]. The
similarity between the profiles is based on the movies rated. If
the user rates certain movies high then the algorithm would
look for other users who have also rated the same movie highly
or in the range of the rating by the user to whom it is to give
recommendations. It then predicts what rating the user would
give to a movie that they have not seen based on how they have
rated the movies they have already seen. Therefore,
Collaborative Filtering works well where there is history
available for the user ratings on other movies [9]. This however
is also a drawback as new users do not have many ratings and
this poses a problem for Collaborative Filtering [10]. Based on
the advantages, a hybrid system seems to be the most
promising approach to mitigate the drawbacks of these
common systems and to bring forth their advantages [11].
There are many ways in which Hybrid models can be used: by
extrapolating separate content-based recommendation list and
collaborative-based recommendation list of predictions and
unifying them as one single list; using collaborative-based
methods as a primary approach and enhancing them by adding
content-based capabilities; using content-based methods as a
primary approach and enhancing them by adding collaborativebased capabilities; combining the capabilities and features of
both models and creating one single model . This paper is
structured as tails: Section 1 emphasis the introduction.
Section 2 emphasis the related study and the narrative of the
objective. The procedures and resources are discoursed in
Section 3 and their exploration and clarifications are exposed
in Section 4. The conclusion was clarified in Section 5.
The rest of the paper flows as literature survey in
Section II, Section III explain the methodology and
implementation process of recommendation system, Section IV
describes the comparison and analysis of various
recommendation techniques, and Sections V and VI briefs the
conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Collaborative Filtering algorithm generates a user profile
based on the ratings the viewer has given to other movies. If
two users have rated similar kind of movies highly, this means
that there is a good chance they may prefer similar movies. If
the other viewer has already rated other movies, it allows the
system to predict if the target viewer will enjoy it or not. This

is the basic premise of how a Collaborative Filtering system
would recommend a movie [12]. Collaborative Filtering has
been widely employed in many ways, and a lot of academic
work has revolved around combining other techniques to boost
the performance of such a method. One of the main issues
when it comes to Collaborative Filtering is that the
computations needed are heavy. Thus in most cases, it has
trouble when trying to scale the data up [5]. The method uses
Self-Organizing Map Neural Networks [13] to carry out
Collaborative Filtering. This method offers a good alternative
as the Self Organizing Map Neural Network is not very
computationally heavy. While this method worked well for the
data, the data itself only comprised of a few dozen movies and
about a hundred and seventy users. This makes it hard to judge
if the effectiveness of this technique will remain high when
faced with a larger dataset, or one with more features.
This multilayer perceptron neural network system works by
utilizing the reduction in error in prediction by subjecting the
training data to go through multiple passes of a neural network
[14]. This method is promising as it does not need to have a
deep network for classification. This is particularly effective
for polar sentiment data, which will be the focus of the
proposed system. This is because for binary classification, a
very deep neural network may in fact introduce overfitting to
the data. Overfitting occurs when the data trains too well for
the test set. This may result in the model performing really well
for the trained data but not for the actual target or testing data
itself. A shallow network also allows for faster inference time.
A personalized Recommendation approach [15] grounded on
Three Social Influences, Personal interest means user–item
relationship and interpersonal influence and interpersonal
interest similarity means user-user relationship of social
networks. Probabilistic matrix Factorization
makes
experiments on the datasets, namely, MovieLens and yelp [16].
Tactically this removes the tricky cold start and data sparsity.
A recommendation system for real estate websites [17] is
that it helps consumers in acquiring new properties or homes.
Recommendation system is proven by merging case based
reasoning (CBR) and Ontology. Former systems supports
single characteristic exploration systems but this system
support multivalued search system. Sentiment Analysis can
also be used along with Collaborative Filtering for better and
more inclusive results. The system [18] was trained on data
where all the users had given a large number of ratings. This
brings into question how well the system would perform where
the ratings are limited. Also, the similarities between other
features of the movies, such as genre, were not considered in
the study.
The author in [19] used a Diverse Collaborative Prediction
to combine Collaborative Filtering with Content-Based
filtering. This system gave better results than just the individual
techniques did, however this method does not consider reviews
either. The author in [20] employed an Item-Based
Collaborative Filtering model with a Content Based one. The
predictions are reached by the TF-IDF method with the nearest
neighbor predictions. The MovieLens and Film Trust datasets
were used for training and testing this system. The author in
[21] used a cosine similarity matrix that showed better
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accuracy than that of the other systems, but it also did not take
written reviews into consideration.
Another study [22] showed that the Singular Value
Decomposition worked well for recommendations. These
studies support that the TF-IDF and SVD methods take a lot of
heavy computation, but they give some of the most accurate
results for recommendations. The author in [23] focused on the
hybrid recommendation model which encouraged the user’s
social data, reviews, and ratings available.
This model of recommendation consists of six processes,
review transformation, the feature generation, community
prediction, model training, feature blending, and prediction and
the last one, evaluation criteria for ontology based
recommendations. This [24,27] mainly focuses on a system
which helps to provide details analysis about the items which
are arranged by the wishes of the similar users. The
recommendation system with the proper recommendation for
this research will be used in suggesting the item selection
system by making a recommendation system with the help of
an item-based collaborative filtering methodology. Based on
the literature, the associated research challenges are observed.
 Data sparsity may happen due to user/rating matrix is
sparse and it is hard to find the users who have rated
the same item.
 The existing recommendation technique requires
enormous processing time and mostly user is
prohibited in getting accurate recommendations that
are similar to their profile.
Subsequently it is fortified about the essential for the
proposed research to enhance the movie recommendation
process competently. The associated objectives are proposed in
this research work so as to address few issues in
recommendation technique. The contribution of the research
comprises.
 To provide enhanced movie recommendation system
for the users through an improved hybrid
recommendation algorithm combination of user-based
CF (UBCF) and item-based CF(IBCF) in the context of
SVD dimension reduction to improve the speed and
quality of recommendation.

websites to develop their recommendation systems. Steps for
Collaborative Filtering with Users: Step 1: Identifying users
who are similar to the target user U. The algorithm may be
used to calculate similarity between any two users 'a' and 'b'.
Step 2: Estimate of an item's missing rating done as follows:
Now, the target user may be quite similar to certain people
while being very different from others [13, 26]. The proposed
system employs a combination of Collaborative Filtering and
Content Based Recommendations, further enhanced using
Sentiment Analysis to rank the movies.
The movielens dataset is hired in our research paper and
collected from the GroupLens [25,28], which contains 20
million ratings for around 27000 different movie titles and has
a user ID, movie ID, rating, and timestamp. The
Characterization of the movie's content information includes
over 54058 records and includes movie ID, title, genre,
director, actor, and more. The graph in Fig. 3 represents the
relation between categories and the movies rated accordingly.
The data contains a huge amount of reviews. This helps
retain most of the movies while reducing the number of users
by about a third and represented using a seaborn graph as given
in Fig. 4. This can be important in the order that we are able to
see the link between a movie's specific rating and therefore
how much the movie got. Therefore, we must set a threshold
for a minimum number of ratings while constructing a system
that recommends. So, to create this new column we use the
utility of pandas’ groupby. We groupby the title columns, so
use the calculation method to calculate the number of ratings
each movie received as shown in Fig. 5. The tags for all the
movies are combined with the genre to generate a larger
metadata for the movies as shown in Fig. 6. This metadata can
be used to perform a Content Based approach. The goal is to
keep the number of features as low as possible without
compromising on the accuracy of the results.
An added beneﬁt of keeping the features lower is that it is
less complex when it comes to calculation. A lighter model
will help improve the inference time.
We create the value of movie data 'rating' using movie title
and calculate rating count in 'title’ by applying threshold and
get the result.

 To providing content related to the collection of
relevant and irrelevant items for users of online service
providers and to recommend movies to users based on
user / item base movie ratings.
To enhance the recommendation accuracy in hybrid
recommendation system through optimized sentiment analysis
for providing more diverse recommendations by satisfying the
requirements recommendation features.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. User-Based Collaborative Filtering
User-Based Collaborative Filtering is a technique for
predicting which products a user would enjoy based on the
ratings provided to that item by other users who share the
target user's tastes [1]. Collaborative filtering is used by many

Fig. 3. Number of Rated Movies vs Number of Rated Category.
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B. Filtering based on Content
The data is sampled to take a large chunk to make a
training set on which the SVD loss will be trained. The movie
genres are combined with tags to create the metadata of the
movies. This metadata will be used to generate a Content
Based Recommendation model. A segment of the data is
segregated where it contains the user ID, the movie ID and the
rating that the user gave to the movie as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. Graph Representing Retained Movies vs Reduced users.

Fig. 7. Number of Rating of Movies after Threshold.

This data will be utilized to build the Collaborative model
of the hybrid. Additionally, the movie ID and the genres as
well as the tags related to the movie are segregated for building
the content matrix for the hybrid system. A pass of Singular
Value Decomposition is performed in order to flatten the
matrix dimensions even further by introducing factorization.
This also gives an idea of the variance, which indicates that the
first 25 components in the ratings explain the majority of the
variance.
This allows us to be even more selective for the data. SVD
[22] was chosen as the preferred decomposition method as it
gives reliable results and there is some flexibility on how many
folds of data we can choose to train on. Furthermore, by our
previous review it has been established that it is a good way to
ensure high precision.
Fig. 5. Movie Data with MovieId and Ratings.

This adds up in the end when the actual recommendations
are generated. Furthermore, TF-IDF is utilized to empower the
hybrid recommendation module. This works well with the
SVD used earlier.
IV. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS
RECOMMENDATION APPROACHES

Fig. 6. Movies with Genres and Tags.

The Hybrid Recommender System is built with two main
components, the Collaborative matrix and the Content matrix.
First, the matrix of movies and their ratings are transformed
into a feature matrix as given in Fig. 8. This matrix contains the
movies against the users and the data contained is the rating
given by the user. This featurization is done by utilization of
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency. This creates a
large number of features, but decomposition will allow these
features to be lessened, ultimately bringing down the
complexity of the calculations needed. When Singular Value
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Decomposition (SVD) is used on this matrix it reduces the
features hundredfold. Moreover, analysis after SVD revealed
that most of the variance in the data comes from about the first
125 features, which limits the features even further.

We gave some input factors as to get the relevant
recommendations.

Fig. 8. Feature Matrix with Movies and Ratings.

The algorithm for Hybrid SVD is proposed and it is given
with detailed procedure as shown in Fig. 9 for utilizing the
concept of standard SVD and enhanced further to acquire the
hybrid enhanced method for obtaining low computation time
for recommendation procedure.
A. Comparison on Traditional Approach
Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) between real ratings and
predictions is a widely used measurement. The lower the
RMSE, the more accurately the recommendation algorithm
predicts user ratings. To get the initial phase of results on a
smaller scale of dataset we decided to use Root Mean Square
Error method to find out relevant recommendations as required
by the user. Root Mean Square Error [26] method is frequently
used method to calculate the difference between the observed
measure and the predicted measure. This measurement is
usually done using a mathematical formula which is as follows
in (1):

Fig. 9. Hybrid SVD Algorithm.

In the experiment, comparing with the traditional UBCF,
IBCF algorithm, we can learn that the HybridSVD algorithm
can consistently get a lower RMSE and provide better quality
of predictions as represented in Fig. 10. The density of a rating
matrix can have a significant impact on the performance of
collaborative filtering.

where,
n = total number of values present.
p = predicted value.
o = observed value.
i = the value at given position.
So, using this formula and the data from the datasets,
recommendations of movies were obtained at initial stage.
Here, we used unsupervised learning to classify the data
according to our needs from the dataset.
√

∑

(1)

Fig. 10. Comparison of Customary and the HybridSVD Algorithm.
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the system. These recommendations also have the predicted
ratings attached to the movie titles for each user. These ratings
are generated by the similarity matrix between the hybrid
recommender.
To reduce the time needed to calculate the final
recommendations, the proposed system simply takes these
movies and then calculates a final ranking for each movie. The
rating from Sentiment is reached by averaging over the number
of ratings (n) for the movie across the movie title (m) as given
in (4). For instance, a user has selected his interest genre as
humour. The similarity points of all opted movies in particular
genre, say {10,9,9,8,9}, are listed. The mode is calculated as 9.
So, the domain score is 9.
TABLE I.

Fig. 11. Traditional vs Hybrid with Sparse Data.

In Fig. 11, we analyze how RMSE evolves with the density
of rating matrix. The results indicate that the hybrid approaches
consistently improves the recommendation performance
regardless of sparsity of test users or items.
B. Sentiment Analysis for Ranking Calculation
The Sentiment Analysis [27] is done over the Large Movie
Reviews Dataset. The reviews are categorized in a polar way,
so 1 is for a positive review and 0 for a negative. The method
used for prediction in the proposed system is a multilayer
Perceptron model [14]. Such a model has shown to be effective
in predicting sentiment. For each user, the interest movie
ratings are used as dimensions to create a vector. The similarity
between any two users is determined by the cosine of the angle
between the vectors of those two users using the formula as
given in (2).
|| || || ||

(2)

For instance, interest movie ratings of two users are {3.5,
1.0, 4.0} and {2.0, 4.0, 0} respectively. The cosine of the angle
between two vectors is calculated as 0.84624085163. This
implies that the two users are approximately 84% similar to
each other with respect to their interests.

COMPARISON OF SIMILARITY SCORES

Title

CBF

CF

HYBRID SVD

Toy Story
(1995)

1.000000

1.00000

1.000000

Jumanji (1995)

0.881076

0.541400

0.722641

Grumpier Old Men
(1995)

0.874194

0.448877

0.713540

Waiting to Exhale
(1995)

0.827519

0.253080

0.473511

Father of the Bride
Part II (1995)

0.254270

0.038402

0.374106

Black Butler Book
of the Atlantic
(2017)

0.222232

0.437753

0.330236

No Game No Life:
Zero (2017)

0.223195

0.431043

0.307581

Flint (2017)

0.224140

0.567751

0.249017

Bungo Stray Dogs:
Dead Apple (2018)

0.216449

0.244214

0.378974

Andrew Dice Clay:
Dice Rules (1991)

0.215749

0.326542

0.257101

Likewise, the calculation is performed for all users with
respect to each other and a similarity matrix is generated. The
comparison of different scores for movies based on different
filtering approaches is given in Table I.
C. Rating Calculation
The rating calculation for the predicted system with
sentiment score is calculated as given by (3). These values are
linked with the movie titles and averaged according to the titles
as shown in Fig. 12. This allows it to be merged with the data
used for the hybrid recommendation. This however also
reduces the number of movies drastically as the
recommendations available are limited.
∑

(3)

The predictions generated are averaged to reach a general
predicted number for the particular title. Finally, the
recommendations from the hybrid system are used to predict
the top k movies that would be the most relevant according to

Fig. 12. Predicted Sentiment Score based on user Tags.
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The process is repeated for all the preferred interests. Using
the scores of the interest domains, rather than the raw input of
all users alone, can give us a better similarity and the overall
precision shall be increased to a certain extent. This final
ranking is reached by adding the averaged sentiment score with
the predicted ranking. This allows taking into account the
sentiment rating without having to compare it with a huge
number of movies. In this way, the impact of the sentiment
analysis is still relevant but keeps the sorting of the movies
from the larger dataset largely dependent on the output from
the hybrid recommendations module. For testing the accuracy
of the system, the metrics of precision and recall have been
used.
For testing the accuracy of the system, the metrics of
precision and recall have been used. These have been used by
many other works to indicate how accurate the system is.
Precision is the ratio between the True Positives (TP) and the
total positives predicted by the system. Recall is the ratio
between the True Positives and the total TP with False
Negatives (FN). So, Precision gives a measure of how accurate
the actual predictions are, while recall gives an idea of how
many of the predications are actually being considered. FMeasure gives a great idea of accuracy. For F-Measure to be
high, both precision and recall have to be high. Precision, recall
and F-Measure all have values between 0 and 1. Equation 1
gives the equation for precision, recall and F-Measure [28].
Fig. 13 shows the performance of the proposed system based
on accuracy for validation sets containing 1 million review
ratings. Both the Precision and Recall are above 0.7 and this
causes the average F-Measure to be 0.93, which is highly
competitive with other similar systems as can be seen by the
study. Table II shows the performance of the proposed system
on different number of ratings.
As the results show the best F-Measure comes from the
lower amount of ratings. As the number of ratings increases,
precision is seen to increase, while recall gets lower. This
causes a lower average F-Measure.
However, the accuracy is still very high. As we can see
from the measures, the hybrid system itself takes a lot of time
to compute the recommendations. However, the addition of the
Sentiment Analysis adds very little time to the overall merged
system. So, it is still keeping the time relatively low than if the
Sentiment Analysis was used with the total system instead.
We conclude from these experiments that the proposed
hybrid algorithm is effective at improving the quality of
recommendations and accuracy of the proposed technique
improved with sentiment score added.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR DIFFERENT RATING COUNTS

Ratings Count

F-Measure

Recall

Precision

20

0.9304

0.791

0.877

40

0.9334

0.728

0.861

60

0.9147

0.719

0.852

80

0.8012

0.7021

0.811

Fig. 13. Predicted Accuracy based on Sentiment Score.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a number of studies on recommendation were
analyzed and a hybrid recommender system is proposed which
works with a Sentiment Analysis model to filter the final
results. This system focuses on keeping the computations lesser
while still incorporating review data into the recommendations,
which contains critical information about the opinions of the
viewers. Hybrid SVD is used to generate effective movie
recommendations, while a multilayer perceptron is used for
Sentiment Analysis to optimize the accuracy level higher. The
system performs competitively with other methods, while also
incorporating written reviews. For future work, this proposed
system might be tested further with a more comprehensive
data, for generating recommendations.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The limitation of our work is, we did not have the
sentiment score merged with movie dataset. In future research
work, we are interested in analyzing the various techniques of
sentiment analysis with the respect to the different types of
recommendation techniques.
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